3KSplus
The outstanding system for maximum security

3KSplus keys | intelligent
technology with functional design
The patented springless curve technology of 3KSplus is suitable for the
toughest conditions. The distinctive tip of the reversible key offers increased
comfort when inserting the key. The overlapping curves on the key
guarantee the highest level of security.
Added bonus: You can lock all doors with just one 3KSplus key.
Whether it‘s the entrance, cellar, garage or annex.

EVVA | unique security
EVVA is constantly investing in research and is always working to
develop new key technologies. This means that EVVA consistently
meets the increasing requirements for security and organisation.
Increased security with the EVVA security card and patents
The genuine 3KSplus key is produced exclusively by EVVA. Copy keys,
additional cylinders and lock charts are only available at authorised EVVA
partners with the relevant proof of legitimacy, i.e. the EVVA security
card. EVVA is entitled to take legal actions in the event of patent violations.

More protection | in any situation
The innovative technology of the 3KSplus cylinder offers long lasting
protection against illegal opening methods: The picking and scanning protection make it virtually impossible to scan the cylinder in order to make
a copy key. The springless function also offers protection against impact
picking. Carbide metal elements and offer effective protection against
drilling, pulling and snapping attempts.

Choose ergonomic design keys
3KSplus keys are optionally available as ergonomic
high-grade design keys. The attractive design is available
in many different colours.
Benefits
Easier to distinguish the keys
Simple management of master key systems thanks to
colour allocation
High quality for improved haptics

Great for your security
Protect what is important to you. Preferably with
the security solutions from EVVA.
You benefit from our decades of experiences: these solutions offer
outstanding quality and innovative technology.
EVVA offers highest security. For example with 3KSplus – the 3-curve
system. The reversible key system is ideal for the highest security

Your 3KSplus-benefits at a glance
One key for everything
Springless technology
Comfortable insertion
Suitable for toughest conditions
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